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You know you need to analyze the success of your Web site, but how? Do you even know what to look for? Is there a tool powerful enough to help you evaluate your marketing efforts, products, and services, but simple enough to use if you're not a propeller-head? 

Google Analytics is that tool, and this is the handbook you need to make it work for you. Learn to set up Google Analytics, understand the reports it generates, and use the information to make your Web site a real asset to your business.    

	Get familiar with the concept of analytics, what Google Analytics offers, and how it compares to popular site statistics programs
	Learn to set up the program, navigate the interface, understand filters, and use goal-setting features
	Integrate Google Analytics with Google AdWords
	Make the most of reporting dashboards
	Find out how to use analytics for marketing and content optimization
	Understand what each type of report means and how to interpret it
	Explore how other companies have used analytics to improve site performance
	Investigate how to use Google Analytics for complete e-commerce analysis


Visit our Web site at www.wiley.com/compbooks     

       About the Author
   

Mary E. Tyler is a professional technology journalist and a former software and Web developer. Her areas of expertise include Open Source, enterprise software, intellectual property, and anything Macintosh.   

   

   Jerri L. Ledford is a freelance business technology writer whose work has appeared in Information Security Magazine, IT Manager's Journal, Network World, CRM Magazine, and many others.       
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Thinking as Computation: A First Course (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2012

	This book guides students through an exploration of the idea that thinking might be understood as a form of computation. Students make the connection between thinking and computing by learning to write computer programs for a variety of tasks that require thought, including solving puzzles, understanding natural language, recognizing objects...
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Augmented Reality for Android Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	As an Android developer, including Augmented Reality (AR) in your mobile apps could be a profitable new string to your bow. This tutorial takes you through every aspect of AR for Android with lots of hands-on exercises.


	Overview

	
		Understand the main concepts and architectural components of an AR...
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Learn Android Studio 3 with Kotlin: Efficient Android App DevelopmentApress, 2018

	
		
			Build Android apps using the popular and efficient Android Studio 3 suite of tools, an integrated development environment (IDE) with which Android developers can now use the Kotlin programming language. With this book, you’ll learn the latest and most productive tools in the Android tools ecosystem, ensuring quick...
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Now You See It, Now You Don't!: Lessons in Sleight of HandVintage, 1976
A new and simple learn-by-picture method that makes it easy for anyone aged twelve and up to perform all the classic sleights just as they are done by the world's greatest professional magicians. Long-time magician Bill Tarr has teamed up with Barry Ross, an illustrator famous for his instructional sports diagrams, for easy-to-follow,...
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Explorations in Information Space: Knowledge, Actor, and FirmsOxford University Press, 2008
As humankind seeks to extend its spatiotemporal reach both on and beyond its planet, it is constantly being forced by a recalcitrant nature to renegotiate the terms of its covenant with her. In some cases, the bargaining gets tough and nature takes offence, gradually revealing her anger with the terms that humanity seeks to impose on her through...
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The Relationship Advantage: Become a Trusted Advisor and Create Clients for LifeKaplan Business, 2003
In their new book, The Relationship Advantage: Become a Trusted Advisor and Create Clients for Life, consulting experts Tom Stevenson and Sam Barcus urge executives to concentrate on trust and share their insights into building it, sustaining it, translating it into profitable customer relationships.

...
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